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Abstract 

Capacity utilisation assessment is an important part of the railway planning ‘toolkit’, 

providing an indication of the performance implications of capacity changes. DITTO 

Work Area 2.1 builds upon work undertaken for the OCCASION project and the update 

of UIC 406 to develop and implement methods and tools to measure capacity utilisation 

at railway station and junction nodes, and to identify suitable upper limits of capacity 

utilisation at nodes, above which performance is likely to be affected to an unacceptable 

degree. This work will be applied to the ‘downstream’ Work Areas of DITTO, to the UIC-

sponsored ACCVA project, and to railway industry capacity and performance analyses. 
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1. Introduction  

Work Area (WA) 2.1 of the DITTO project entails the development of methods and tools 

to calculate capacity utilisation at railway nodes (i.e. junctions and stations), and the 

investigation and identification of the relationships between nodal capacity utilisation 

and service quality (i.e. punctuality and reliability), as reflected by levels of delay 

experienced by train services. In particular, WA2.1 seeks to identify suitable upper limits 

of capacity utilisation, within which trains can normally be operated at acceptable levels 

of service quality.  

The methods, tools and limits developed and identified will be used in the subsequent 

Work Areas of the DITTO project, and will also be applied in the UIC-sponsored ACCVA 

(Assessment of Capacity Calculation Values) project and, more generally, in the wider 

railway industry. 

2. Literature Review 

As demand for rail transport increases, infrastructure managers and train operators are 

faced with the challenges of increasing capacity by running more services, often with 

differing stopping patterns and performance characteristics, while maintaining 

acceptable levels of punctuality and service reliability. 

This increasing demand is reflected by the fact that, in Britain, annual passenger 

numbers recently exceeded the record number seen in the late 1940s (OECD, 2013), but 

on a much smaller network, comprising approximately half the 1948 route mileage 

(Capgemini, 2013). Although train performance and signalling and control technologies 

have improved significantly in the intervening period, the inevitable consequence is that 

the network is being used more intensively. There is no sign of these increases in 

demand abating, as confirmed by the Department for Transport (DfT, 2012): 

Demand for rail travel is forecast to continue growing steadily for the 

next 20-30 years and many services will be full by the mid-2020s if we do 

not act now … to provide much-needed additional rail capacity. 

Additional capacity is being provided or planned for various sections of the 

network, in the form of new or upgraded infrastructure. Despite this, it is crucial 

to make the best possible use of existing (and new) infrastructure, thus making 

optimal use of the potential capacity that is available. Even defining capacity, 

however, is not necessarily straightforward. As noted in 2004 by UIC (the International 

Union of Railways), it is difficult, if not impossible, to define a specific capacity value for 

any given section of railway:  

 

capacity as such does not exist [and] railway infrastructure capacity depends on 

the way it is utilised. 
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Achievable capacity therefore depends not only upon infrastructure characteristics, 

including signalling systems, but also upon the performance characteristics and mix of 

trains using the route, the timetable in operation, and the target levels of reliability and 

punctuality to be achieved by the timetabled services. Capacity utilisation, or capacity 

consumption, measures (Pachl, 2015) provide an indication of the extent to which 

maximum theoretical capacity (for a given operating scenario) is being used.  

As indicated above, on busy railway systems, two important capacity-related objectives 

are: (1) to maximise the number of trains that can be operated, subject to constraints 

imposed by service mix, stopping patterns, etc., while (2) maintaining acceptable levels 

of punctuality and reliability. As capacity utilisation levels increase, so, typically, does the 

capacity provided (although, as indicated above by UIC, capacity may be utilised in many 

different ways, with correspondingly varying levels of capacity provision).  

However, as noted by Pachl (2009) and Martin (2015), as railway traffic flow increases, 

there is “increasing mutual hindrance of trains”, with associated increases in waiting 

times, both scheduled (i.e. allowances, etc.) and unscheduled (i.e. delays). This decline in 

service quality is particularly pronounced when capacity utilisation exceeds recognised 

limits (UIC, 2004, 2013).  

It can thus be seen that capacity provision can vary widely for a given level of capacity 

utilisation, and, similarly, different levels of capacity utilisation can occur for a single 

level of capacity provision, depending on how the capacity is provided, with implications 

for service quality. The situation was summarised as follows (Armstrong et al., 2011): 

where capacity is scarce, the objective will typically be to maximise the 

capacity for the maximum level of capacity utilisation that is consistent 

with the provision of a stable, reliable quality of service. In order to 

achieve this, it is necessary to have measures of both provided capacity 

and capacity utilisation for all parts of the route or network in question, 

i.e. at nodes (junctions and stations) as well as links (sections of plain line 

between nodes). Well-defined capacity utilisation measures are currently 

available for links, but not generally for nodes. 

The issue of nodes is particularly pertinent, since they tend to form the capacity 

bottlenecks on railway networks. The absence of nodal capacity utilisation measures 

was partly addressed by DITTO’s predecessor project, OCCASION, which was focussed 

on nodal capacity constraints and included the extension of the Capacity Utilisation 

Index (CUI) approach (Gibson et al., 2002) from links to nodes, as described by 

Armstrong et al. (2012). However, it was recognised at the conclusion of OCCASION that 

further work was needed to develop representative overall capacity utilisation measures 

for junctions and stations, and to identify suitable upper limits for nodal capacity 

utilisation, as already exist for links (UIC, 2004, 2013).  

This need for nodal capacity utilisation measurement techniques was endorsed by the 

fact that the UIC 406 update (UIC, 2013) was underway at the same time as OCCASION, 
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with similar objectives, as described by Huber & Herbacek (2013). In the same paper, 

Huber & Herbacek described the follow-up project to the UIC 406 update, ACCVA. The 

objectives of ACCVA include the identification of suitable upper limits for capacity 

utilisation at nodes, which is also one of the wider objectives of this Work Area of DITTO. 

3. Methodology  

The methodology adopted for WA2.1 was based upon and developed from the 

approaches used in the OCCASION project and Network Rail’s Capacity Charge 

Recalibration (CCR) for Control Period 5 (CP5), undertaken by Arup with support from 

the University of Southampton and Imperial College London (Armstrong et al., 2015). 

Preliminary work with the data used for the CCR involved the examination of the 

relationship between performance and link-based CUI measures (Preston et al., 2015). 

The emphasis of this paper is on the relationship with node-based CUI measures. 

3.1 Data and Network Modelling 

The initial development work for this element of DITTO was based on 2012 Common 

Interface Format (CIF) timetable and Congestion-Related Reactionary Delay (CRRD) data 

obtained from Network Rail for the CCR. Some more recent aggregate delay data have 

also been obtained from the ORR data portal, as described below, and links to recent 

detailed delay data available from the Network Rail website have been provided by 

Network Rail (see p13, below). 

The CCR was based on the relationship between capacity utilisation and CRRD on 

network links, with delays incurred at nodes being assigned to the appropriate 

‘downstream’ links, based on the agreed, simplified assumption that delays at nodes 

were related to incidents on their downstream links.  

In contrast to the CCR, and as noted above, the primary focus of DITTO is on the 

network nodes, rather than their intermediate links, and Work Area 2.1 entails the 

calculation of capacity utilisation values at stations and junctions, the investigation and 

identification of the relationships between capacity utilisation and recorded delay, and 

the identification of suitable upper limits for capacity utilisation, so that capacity can be 

maximised without an unacceptable impact on performance (i.e. punctuality and 

reliability).  

All nodal delays (approximately 458,000) were therefore extracted from the 1.74m 

records comprising the CRRD dataset used for CCR, and the 57,958 records assigned to 

the London and North Eastern (LNE) Route were selected for initial analysis, as this 

Route includes the primary study area for DITTO. The analysis was not restricted to the 

nodes in the DITTO study area, however, as this dataset may not be sufficiently large to 

produce representative results that may be applied more widely. It is also intended to 

include the data for other Routes in subsequent analysis, to produce a ‘richer’, more 

widely representative and applicable set of results, for use in ACCVA as well as DITTO, 
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and, in due course, to be applied more widely, potentially including a CCR for Control 

Period 6. With this latter point in mind, and to increase the versatility of the tools 

developed and further enhance the set of results obtained, it is intended to extend the 

analysis to include link- as well as node-based data. 

The LNE nodal CRRD dataset included records for 755 distinct Timing Point Locations 

(TIPLOCs) comprising a wide range of station and junction types and sizes, with the 

largest numbers of CRRD incidents being recorded at major stations such as Leeds, 

Doncaster and Sheffield. In order to summarise and improve the understanding and 

transparency of the dataset, each station and junction in the dataset was classified and 

assigned to a node category. There is considerable variation of layout among even quite 

small stations, and the number of categories required was greater than originally 

anticipated (and may need to be extended - or consolidated - when the process is 

extended beyond the LNE nodes). The LNE nodes in the dataset were first sorted in 

descending order by total number of CRRD incidents, and the cumulative numbers and 

percentages of incidents were calculated. The 146 nodes with the most CRRD incidents, 

representing 91.6% of the total number of incidents, were classified. The minimum 

annual number of incidents in this set is 50, meaning that the nodes excluded from this 

initial analysis had less than one CRRD incident per week, on average. A notable aspect 

of this classification exercise is that no junctions were included in the set of nodes 

comprising the 91.6% of CRRD incidents, indicating that CRRD is much more of an issue 

at stations. This seems intuitively correct, since train movements at stations tend to be 

more complex and varied than at junctions, and are affected by the passengers using 

them as well as by other trains. It may not, however, be representative of the national 

railway network as a whole, and further investigations in this area will be undertaken as 

the assessment is extended to other Routes, including major ‘flat’ junctions such as that 

at Woking, on the South West Main Line. The classifications used, together with the 

corresponding numbers of nodes and annual CRRD incidents, are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1:  Node Classifications, Counts and CRRD Incident Counts 

Node Classification No. of Nodes No. of CRRD Incidents 

Freight Terminal 35 6,847 
2-track through Station 15 2,393 
Complex, Major Station 11 18,887 
Complex, Medium Station 10 5,734 
2-track through Station with platform loop 9 1,483 
Complex, Minor Station 8 5,721 
1-track Terminus 8 1,535 
2-track through Station with bay platform 7 934 
2-track through Station with 2 platform loops 4 762 
2-track Terminus 4 2,030 
1-track through Station with platform loop 3 436 
2-track through station with junction 3 507 
3-track Terminus 2 892 
4-track Terminus 2 330 
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Node Classification No. of Nodes No. of CRRD Incidents 

2-track through Station with platform loop and 

bay 
2 312 

4-track through station 2 181 
2 side platforms, 4 tracks  2 944 
2-track through Station with 2 platform loops 

and 2 bays 
1 97 

2-track through Station with 3 platform loops 

and 1 bay 
1 53 

2 side platforms, 4 tracks+  1 516 
2-track through Station with platform loop and 

2 bays 
1 184 

2-track through Station with 2 platform loops 

and 1 bay 
1 60 

2-track through Station with platform loop and 

single platform 
1 75 

13-track terminus 1 220 
2-track through station with freight junction 1 240 
2-track through station with single platform 

(some reversing) 
1 94 

3-track through Station 1 383 
4-track through station (some reversing) 1 235 
4-track through station with platform loop 1 64 
4-track through station with three platforms 1 68 
5-track Terminus 1 127 
5-track through station 1 54 
6-track Terminus 1 108 
7-track Terminus 1 419 
8-track Terminus 1 104 
2-track through Station with bay platform out 

of use 
1 74 

 

Freight terminals were excluded from the initial analysis and methodology development, 

for several reasons: they are less relevant than stations and junctions to network 

performance analysis, the details of train movements within them are not readily 

available, and train services tend to be less frequent than at stations and junctions. The 

initial development focus was therefore on the second entry in the table, 2-track 

through stations. 

There are no examples in the selected delay data subset of stations of this type on the 

proposed study area route (i.e. between Alexandra Palace and Doncaster on the ECML 

or Hertford Loop) for which there are also 2012 CRRD data. Knaresborough was 

therefore chosen in the 2-track through station category (albeit with a crossover) for the 

initial development of the methodology and tools. The rationale for its choice included 

the facts that it is has quite a large number of recorded CRRD incidents (174), and a 
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mixture of originating, terminating and through passenger train services, including 

Empty Coaching Stock (ECS) movements that start or end at the station.  As noted below 

in Section 5, following this initial development, the methodology and tools are being 

extended and applied to stations in the study area. 

The Knaresborough modelled area is shown in Figure 1: while the focus of the modelling 

interest is on the two platform tracks and the crossover to the west comprising the 

station area (and, to a lesser extent, the pair of switches to the east, where the line 

becomes single track), the modelled area was extended to include Starbeck and 

Harrogate to the west, and Cattal and Hammerton to the east. The main reason for this 

was to incorporate train timing information for TIPLOCs either side of Knaresborough, so 

that intermediate timings could be calculated for the switches adjacent to the station, in 

addition to the Knaresborough platform timings specified in the timetable data. For ECS 

moves between Harrogate and Knaresborough, timings are specified only for those two 

stations, and not for Starbeck, necessitating the inclusion of Knaresborough in the 

model. The inclusion of Hammerton was not required for intermediate timing purposes, 

as Cattal’s inclusion in the model met this need, but the station and the switches to its 

east were included in the model for pragmatic, short-term purposes, to prevent the 

initial route searching process described below reaching a ‘dead end’. The inclusion of 

these minor stations, whose platform numbers are not shown on the map extract, or 

specified in the CIF timetable data, had an additional benefit in the generalisation of the 

modelling process, as also described below. 

Figure 1: Modelled Area (source: TRACKmaps) 
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Infrastructure datasets representing the modelled area were prepared, describing the 

TIPLOCs and individual platforms and switches forming the nodes of the local network, 

and the links between them, including their length and directionality. The link data used 

are shown in Table 2, and include individual links for all used station platforms, including 

those not explicitly specified in the timetable data; as well as the link end nodes, the link 

lengths are specified, together with an indication of whether or not they are included in 

the capacity utilisation calculations. Nodes 5U and 5D represent the switches forming 

the crossover to the west of Knaresborough, nodes 3A and 3B represent the switches in 

the crossover to the east of Knaresborough, node 11 represents the switch to the west 

of Cattal, and nodes 4A and 4B represent the switches in the crossover to the east of 

Hammerton. All switch IDs were obtained from Network Rail’s Five-Mile Diagrams for 

the area, and the suffices U and D, corresponding to the respective track directions, 

were added to the switches west of Knaresborough to distinguish between them, as 

they are both labelled 5 in the Five-Mile Diagram (note: this approach to node labelling 

and link definition can easily be adapted to reflect alternative infrastructure definitions 

without affecting the network representation used in the modelling process). 

Table 2:  Infrastructure Link Data 

From To Length (km) CUI Link? 

HAGT_1 STARBCK_2 3.440 FALSE 

HAGT_2 STARBCK_2 3.440 FALSE 

HAGT_3 STARBCK_2 3.440 FALSE 

STARBCK_2 5U 2.685 TRUE 

5U KNRSBGH_2 0.071 TRUE 

5U 5D 0.053 TRUE 

KNRSBGH_2 3B 0.484 TRUE 

KNRSBGH_2 5U 0.071 TRUE 

3B 3A 0.075 TRUE 

3A 11 9.603 FALSE 

11 CATTAL_1 0.159 FALSE 

CATTAL_1 HAMERTN_1 2.334 FALSE 

HAMERTN_1 4A 0.097 FALSE 

4A 4B 0.053 FALSE 

4B HAMERTN_2 0.151 FALSE 

HAMERTN_2 CATTAL_2 2.334 FALSE 

CATTAL_2 11 0.159 FALSE 

11 3A 9.603 FALSE 

3A KNRSBGH_1 0.558 TRUE 

KNRSBGH_1 5D 0.124 TRUE 

5D KNRSBGH_1 0.124 TRUE 

5D STARBCK_1 2.632 TRUE 

STARBCK_1 HAGT_1 3.440 FALSE 

STARBCK_1 HAGT_2 3.440 FALSE 

STARBCK_1 HAGT_3 3.440 FALSE 
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Two examples of the timetable data used are shown below, the first representing a 

passenger service from York to Leeds via Hammerton, Cattal, Knaresborough, Starbeck 

and Harrogate, the second an ECS move from Harrogate to Knaresborough, without any 

timing information for the intermediate stations. 

BSNG125351112121207131111100 POO2C63    111830920 DMUE   090       

BX         NTY                                                                  

LOYORK    2111 211111 AL     TB                                                 

LISKELTON           2113H00000000                                               

LIPOPLTON 2115 2116      211521162        T                                     

LIHAMERTN 2122H2123H     21232123         T                                     

LICATTAL  2126 2127      21262127         T                                     

LIKNRSBGH 2134 2135      213421351        T                                     

LISTARBCK 2138 2139      21382139         T                                     

LIHAGT    2143 2145      214321453        T                                     

LIHRNBPK  2147 2148      21472148         T                                     

LIPANNAL  2152 2153      21522153         T                                     

LIRIGTON            2155H00000000                                               

LIWEETON  2157 2158      21572158         T                                     

LIHSFT    2205 2206      22052206         T                                     

LIHEDNGLY 2209H2210H     22102210         T                                     

LIBRLEYPK 2212 2213      22122213         T           2                         

LIARMLJCN           2217 00000000   UH                                          

LILEEDSWJ           2218H00000000   A                                           

LTLEEDS   2220 22231B    TF      

 

BSNG146651202131206221111100 PEE5C05    111830820 DMUA   075                   

BX         NTY                                                                  

LOHAGT    0636 00001     2   TB          1                                      

LTKNRSBGH 0645 00002     TF                                                      

 

3.2 Data Processing 

Having identified the area to be modelled initially, and having obtained the necessary 

infrastructure, timetable and delay data, the first step of the modelling process was the 

extraction from the CIF file of data for trains operating in the modelled area on the 

specified date (Wednesday 14
th

 March 2012, as used in the CCR as a representative, 

‘neutral’ date, unaffected by holidays or other ‘non-standard’ timetable features). The 

Perl-based processes used for OCCASION and the CCR were based on tools previously 

developed for importing CIF data to EMME-based public transport models, and, as a 

consequence, had a considerable amount of redundant functionality and were not 

particularly efficient or easily maintainable. The functionality required for this project 

and Work Area was therefore re-written as a Python module geared specifically to the 

needs of DITTO, a possible future CCR exercise and other potential work in this area.   
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The CIF file was searched for trains operating on the specified date and serving any or all 

of the stations between Hammerton and Harrogate inclusive. On finding such services 

(while excluding duplicate records), their Unique IDs (UIDs), headcodes and Service 

Codes were recorded, together with the TIPLOCs representing the stations found and 

the associated times and activities (i.e. Originate, Depart, Pass, Arrive or Terminate)  at 

those locations. This derived dataset was then processed to identify the detailed 

routeings of trains through the modelled area and to calculate their timings at 

intermediate locations.  

A Perl-based process had again been used for this purpose for OCCASION and the CCR, 

but also had scope for improvements. Another Python-based tool was developed for this 

‘route interpolation’, incorporating several improvements. The tools used for OCCASION 

and CCR selected intermediate routes on the basis of the smallest number of links 

between the origin and destination, and, once a route was found, it was assumed to be 

correct. This was true for the vast majority of cases, and, in the event of an incorrect 

route being identified on the basis of a relatively small number of long links, it could 

easily be rectified by the sub-division of one or more links. The amended process is 

based on the true shortest path by distance, and checks all potentially feasible routes to 

ensure that no shorter route with a larger number of links is available.  

As noted above, for some of the stations in the modelled area, the CIF does not specify 

which platform trains call at, since there is no choice to be made in practice on a simple 

two-track railway without bi-directional working. However, in order to accurately assess 

capacity utilisation at individual nodes, it is important to be able to identify which ones 

are being used by which trains (this was not an issue in OCCASION, as all platforms and 

tracks were specified in the more complex stations in the study area used, or in the CCR, 

since capacity utilisation was only being assessed on links). The route-finding process for 

DITTO was therefore generalised to identify the appropriate platforms in cases where 

they are not specified. 

Having identified the detailed routeings, for example between Harrogate and 

Knaresborough in the case of the second CIF extract shown above, the timings at 

intermediate locations are interpolated on the basis of intermediate distances between 

the TIPLOCs for which times are specified (all intermediate events are assumed to be 

non-stopping ‘Pass’ movements, although this is not strictly true in the case of some 

unanticipated shunting movements, as described below). The interpolation of timings is 

a simplification, making no allowances for variations in speed and the effects of 

acceleration and deceleration, but it is a reasonable one for the purposes of capacity 

utilisation calculations, which are based more on the numbers of trains and their 

headways than on their detailed timings. 

When the detailed routeings of all trains have been determined, the times and activities 

at each node in the modelled network are aggregated and sorted, and assigned to one 

of 24 one-hour and also one of eight three-hour timeslots labelled A-H, starting from 

01:00. This approach reflects the experience gained from the CCR, where the data 

generated for one-hour timeslots were found to be considerably ‘noisier’ than those for 
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three-hour slots. By starting and ending the three-hour slots at 01:00, this approach has 

the additional advantage of including the standard morning and evening peak periods of 

07:00 – 10:00 and 16:00 – 19:00 respectively. The first timeslot, from 01:00 to 04:00, is 

labelled A, the morning and evening peak period timeslots are labelled C and F 

respectively, and the final slot, from 22:00 to 01:00, is labelled H. 

For each one- and three-hour time period, the capacity utilisation of each node is then 

determined by ‘compressing’ the sequence of train events to the appropriate minimum 

time intervals. In another improvement upon OCCASION, the calculations distinguish 

between different event types and the associated variations between minimum 

headways/reoccupation times, dwell times and turnaround times. For each passing 

movement that occurs, the occupation time is increased by the minimum headway 

value. For trains arriving and then departing (i.e. normal passenger stops), the 

occupation time is augmented by the minimum dwell time, plus the minimum 

headway/platform reoccupation time. For trains that terminate and then either reverse 

or shunt to form a new, outgoing passenger service or ECS move, the occupation time is 

increased by the minimum turnaround time, plus the minimum headway/reoccupation 

time. No guidance is given on this matter in the updated version of UIC 406, and the 

example calculation included in the revised UIC 406 leaflet does not include any 

stopping trains; however, the compression of dwell and turnaround times to their 

minima is equivalent to the treatment of headways, and thus ensures a consistent 

approach. The situation at Knaresborough is complicated by the fact that Absolute Block 

signalling is used in the area, and standard minimum headway values are therefore not 

available. On the basis of the information provided in the Timetable Planning Rules and 

the timetable, the following values were adopted and applied: 

• Minimum headway/reoccupation time – 3 minutes 

• Minimum dwell time – 1 minute 

• Minimum turnaround time – 5 minutes 

 

A further complicating issue arises in the case of trains whose activities ‘straddle’ one- 

and/or three-hour timeslots: for example, a train might arrive or terminate at a location 

towards the end of one timeslot, and depart or start from the location early in the next 

timeslot. In such cases, the best approach to the compression process is not 

immediately obvious. It does, however, seem sensible in such cases to leave the two 

events in their respective timeslots. This situation did not arise in the analysis of the 

timetable in the Knaresborough area, but the process has been set up so that, in such 

circumstances, half of the minimum dwell or turnaround time is allocated to each of the 

two straddled timeslots. Further consideration will be given as to how best to deal with 

such circumstances: the current process considers one timeslot at a time when 

compressing the timetable, but it would also be possible to take the last or first train 

activities in the preceding or following timeslots into consideration during the 

compression process in the case of such straddling events.  
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To date, the timetable compression process has been limited to the platforms, switches 

and crossings comprising the detailed nodes in the wider ‘macro-nodal’ study area, but 

it will be extended to the links between them, as was the case for OCCASION and the 

CCR, partly in preparation for potential repetition of the latter work for CP6, but also to 

provide a richer overall dataset. The results of the links analysis and their relationships 

with the CRRD data will be assessed in parallel with, but separately from, those for the 

nodes, at least initially.  

It was observed from the intermediate datasets that there was a significant number of 

terminating trains at Knaresborough Platform 2 without corresponding starting services, 

and, conversely, a large number of services starting from Platform 1 without terminating 

counterparts. It was therefore concluded that there must be some ECS/shunting moves 

from Platform 2 to Platform 1 that were not specified in the CIF data: this may be 

because the moves take place entirely within a single TIPLOC, since similar moves have 

been observed on Realtime Trains for Southampton Central and Winchester stations, for 

example, but, in both cases, the shunting moves take place via a loop or siding with its 

own specific TIPLOC. The anomaly was rectified by creating 14 ECS/shunting moves and 

adding them to the CIF file, and then re-running the capacity utilisation calculations. This 

situation is likely to be relatively unusual, but it presents an obstacle to the automated 

assessment of capacity utilisation by means of CIF data processing, and presumably also 

necessitates intervention when importing CIF data into RailSys models, for example; it 

would be helpful if all such moves were included explicitly in the timetable data. 

The weekday CRRD data for Knaresborough were extracted and assigned to the 

appropriate one- and three-hour timeslots using Excel; for future use, another Python 

script will be developed for this process, again based and improving upon the Perl tool 

used for this purpose for the CCR. By this means, an integrated tool will be provided to 

conduct both the capacity utilisation and the delay assignment calculations.  

In addition to the use of CRRD delay in the investigation and identification of the 

relationship(s) between capacity utilisation and performance, more general delay data 

are required for the stochastic optimisation element of DITTO (WP2.2), to generate 

representative delay distributions from which to sample, and to generate realistic 

perturbation scenarios. Some initial data were obtained from the Office of Rail and Road 

(ORR) data portal, and Network Rail have also provided a link to their historic attributed 

delay data (http://www.networkrail.co.uk/transparency/datasets/#H) from 2013-14 

Period 9 to 2015-16 Period 1 inclusive. These data will be extracted, reviewed and 

processed as necessary to provide the information required to meet DITTO’s needs. 

4. Results  

The results of the Capacity Utilisation calculations and the CRRD allocations are 

presented and summarised in Table 3 for the one-hour periods 0 to 23 (midnight to 

01:00 and 23:00 to midnight, respectively), and for the three-hour periods A to H. Nodes 

3A, 3B, 5D and 5U are as described above, and KNR_1 and KNR_2 represent 

Knaresborough platforms 1 and 2. Because the CRRD records are allocated generally to 
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Knaresborough, their ‘directionality’ was determined by inspection of the origins and 

destinations of the affected trains (i.e. delays to trains travelling in the direction from 

Leeds to York were assigned to Platform 2 and to 5U, in the Up direction, while delays to 

trains travelling in the opposite direction were assigned to the two nodes in the Down 

direction). This dataset will be expended and augmented as the analysis is extended to 

other stations and junctions on the LNE Route and beyond. 

Table 3:  Capacity Utilisation and CRRD Results and Allocations 

Period 

% Capacity Utilisation by Node Annual CRRD Minutes 

3A 3B 5D 5U KNR_1 KNR_2 
Up 

( 5U/Pl.2) 

Down 

(5D/Pl.1) 

0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0 

1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0 

2 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0 

3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0 

4 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0 

5 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0 

6 5.0% 5.0% 10.0% 20.0% 4.2% 20.0% 22 0 

7 15.0% 10.0% 55.0% 55.0% 42.5% 40.0% 92 58 

8 10.0% 5.0% 40.0% 40.0% 20.0% 20.0% 19 25 

9 15.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 13.3% 20.0% 101 0 

10 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 0 14 

11 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 52 0 

12 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 23 0 

13 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 16 0 

14 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 7 0 

15 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 5 0 

16 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 19 4 

17 15.0% 5.0% 50.0% 50.0% 26.7% 24.2% 13 0 

18 15.0% 10.0% 45.0% 50.0% 20.0% 42.5% 23 90 

19 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 67 0 

20 10.0% 5.0% 15.0% 15.0% 6.7% 6.7% 9 0 

21 10.0% 5.0% 15.0% 15.0% 6.7% 6.7% 23 0 

22 5.0% 0.0% 25.0% 30.0% 5.0% 20.0% 0 0 

23 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0 

 

A 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0 

B 1.7% 1.7% 3.3% 6.7% 2.8% 6.7% 22 0 

C 13.3% 6.7% 43.3% 43.3% 25.3% 26.7% 212 83 

D 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 75 14 

E 10.0% 5.0% 35.0% 35.0% 20.0% 20.0% 28 0 

F 13.3% 6.7% 43.3% 45.0% 22.2% 28.9% 55 94 

G 10.0% 5.0% 21.7% 21.7% 11.1% 11.1% 99 0 

H 1.7% 0.0% 8.3% 10.0% 1.7% 6.7% 0 0 

A 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0 
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The results for the four Knaresborough nodes (Platforms 1 and 2, 5D and 5U) were 

plotted individually, and found to clearly exhibit the expected exponential relationships 

between Capacity Utilisation and CRRD (in contrast to the initial results obtained from 

the data use in the CCR). The results are shown for each node for three-hour timeslots in 

Figures 2-5 (as was the experience with the CCR, the three-hour datasets produced a 

better ‘goodness of fit’ than the one-hour equivalents; this was particularly noticeable 

for the Down direction, i.e. for node 5D and Platform 1).  

Figure 2: 3-Hourly CRRD vs. Capacity Utilisation for Node 5U 

 

 

Figure 3: 3-Hourly CRRD vs. Capacity Utilisation for Platform 2 
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Figure 4: 3-Hourly CRRD vs. Capacity Utilisation for Node 5D 

 

 

Figure 5: 3-Hourly CRRD vs. Capacity Utilisation for Platform 1 

 
 
The effects of normalising the delay data were also investigated: the delay/per train for 

each node and timeslot was calculated by dividing the relevant delay value by the 

corresponding number of train movements, and the results were again plotted against 

the Capacity Utilisation values. Exponential relationships were again identified, but with 

a consistently inferior goodness of fit to the relationships shown above. 

A possible explanation for this observation is as follows: at relatively low levels of 

capacity utilisation, theory indicates that delay should increase only slowly as capacity 

utilisation increases – for example, a doubling of capacity utilisation (approximately 
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equivalent to doubling the number of trains) should produce only a small increase in 

delay. However, if the delay is divided by the number of trains, then, in this region of the 

capacity utilisation/delay relationship, the delay/train will decrease as capacity 

utilisation increases. This may explain at least some of the trend that was observed in 

the data used for the CCR, where the link-based delay was normalised by dividing it by 

the corresponding number of train miles. The objective of the CCR was to determine a 

congestion cost per train, and the approach used reflected this, whereas the objectives 

of DITTO and ACCVA are related more to the trade-offs between capacity provision/ 

utilisation and performance. For any similar future exercises, it may be useful to 

determine the general delay/capacity utilisation relationship initially, and then consider 

the capacity utilisation values associated with train miles/movements on different 

sections of the network to determine the appropriate capacity/congestion charges. 

5. Ongoing and Further Work 

The analysis is now being extended to further nodes of the same and different types, 

initially in the LNE route area, and then beyond. For the purposes of DITTO and 

Milestone 3 in March 2016, the focus will be on the nodes comprising the agreed study 

area: there are several 2-track through stations on the Hertford Loop and at Welwyn 

North; mostly 4-platform, 4-track and 2-platform, 4-track stations (with some variations) 

between Alexandra Palace and Huntingdon; and more complex stations at Peterborough 

and Doncaster. 

For the larger, more complex nodes, a ‘horses for courses’ approach will be taken, 

making use of the updated UIC 406 and other techniques as appropriate; this will also 

enable a useful comparison of results obtained from different methods, of particular 

relevance to the ACCVA project, but also of wider interest. UIC 406-based approaches 

include those described by Landex (2011) and Libardo et al. (2011). Potential alternative 

techniques include industry approaches based on ‘single channel systems’, as decribed 

by Pachl (2009), the methods of Potthoff and their adaptations (Mussone and Calvo, 

2013), and the use of approaches based on the sum of shortest headway reciprocals, 

originating with Vromans (2005) and subsequently advocated by Haith et al. (2014). 

Simulation techniques, employing RailSys, will also be used to further investigate and 

validate the reliable upper limits of capacity utilisation for nodes, as indicated by the 

analytical work based on empirical data. 

The capacity utilisation calculation methodology may be implemented in C++ for 

integration with the stochastic optimisation process. The format used for the 

specification and import of infrastructure data may also be amended to ensure full 

compatibility with the scheme plan data used in WP1. 
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6. Conclusions 

The updating of the capacity utilisation calculation methods and tools have produced 

encouraging results, and will be developed and implemented further for the DITTO and 

ACCVA projects, and for wider analytical purposes, potentially including a CCR for CP6. 

It will be particularly interesting to see whether similar, relatively clear-cut results can 

be obtained for larger, more complex stations, and to review and compare the results 

generated by different capacity utilisation assessment methods, and to consider how 

these may best be applied in the wider analytical and industry environments, as well as 

in the immediate contexts of DITTO and ACCVA. This is of particular relevance in the 

widespread quest to maximise railway capacity while maintaining reliably acceptable 

levels of performance.  
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